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A Bureaucratic Change – For the Better? | spotlight
Tatyana Yatsenko | contributor
Most Pitt students are familiar with the University’s Student
Health Center and have become comfortable with how easy it is
to schedule an appointment and get a physical exam. For many
students, the clinic made STD, urine and pregnancy tests fast,
easy and confidential. Until this semester, students were able
to come in without an insurance card and get attention, treatment and a prescription on a whim. There were no barriers to
confidential, high-quality care. However, as of this semester, the
Student Health Center has changed the billing policy for its services. Free check-ups, including UTI, STI, HIV and many more,
are no longer free without insurance. In fact, the Health Center
requires that students have the University’s student insurance or
provide verification of a different insurance policy before being
seen by a doctor or nurse.
The University cited the Affordable Care Act as grounds for
this policy change, according to the Student Affairs website,
which also details all of the services that the clinic provides. The
Affordable Care Act, also known as Obamacare, aims to lower
the cost of health insurance and enroll low-income Americans in
health insurance programs they couldn’t afford previously.
At Pitt, this policy change may at first seem like a barrier to
treatment, as students may choose to forego checkups and
treatment at the Student Health Center, which was free before.
Others may reluctantly use their parents’ insurance policy, which
will be billed for the appointment. The University of Pittsburgh,
however, provides an affordable solution: students can purchase
their own insurance policy, named the Panther Blue Plan.
The Panther Blue Plan is a stand-alone insurance plan
that puts the student in control of his or her health; privacy is
ensured as the student is the policy holder. (One can enroll
through the my.pitt.edu resources webpage.) For students,
the $250 deductible that would have to be paid at enrollment
is waived when the student pays the $90 Health Fee on the
semester bill, meaning students only have to pay for doctor’s
visits, treatments and prescriptions. According to the Summary
of Benefits for the Panther Blue Plan, most treatments including physical exams, urine and STD/STI testing, mammograms,
X-rays, and even many surgeries, are covered at 100 percent
of the cost. Students enrolled in the plan (or any other health
insurance plan) can visit the Student Health Center for free. Under Panther Blue, visits to any doctors within the UPMC network
cost $25, and a visit to UrgentCare is $40 (ER is $75).
The policy change shows how the University supports the
students’ best interests – it forces students to have some sort
of health insurance, whether it be a parent’s plan or the Panther Blue Plan. By providing a student health plan, the University also makes it very affordable to receive comprehensive
and quality medical care at one of the country’s best medical
centers, UPMC. Since there is no deductible and visits to the
Student Health Center are free, many low-income students can
continue to budget their finances as before, while now being
enrolled in a health insurance plan that can protect them from
hefty medical bills in the chance they get sick.
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While the policy change may seem like a great idea
since it forces students to have health insurance before
using the free services at the Student Health Center, it
does have some downsides. Primarily, it limits low-income students from receiving immediate, unplanned
medical care and forces students to navigate the maze
of health care policy on their own. In addition, some students will choose to use their parents’ insurance policy
when going in for an appointment at the health center.
While their confidentiality is ensured by the doctors
there, the students’ insurance will receive a record of
the appointment and treatment, which is accessible to
the policyholder – oftentimes the student’s parent. The
record could provide details like date, hospital, doctor
and the name of the procedure, which could be easily
accessed by the policy holder. This compromises the
student’s confidentiality since private health information
can be released to the parent.
For students worried about confidentiality from their
parents, the Student Health Plan is the way to go. There
is no up-front cost for UPMC services, and privacy from
parents is guaranteed because any bills would be under
the student’s name, not their parents’ names. In an
emergency, the Panther Blue Plan is much, much better
than having no insurance. Students who plan on using
their parents’ insurance should know that their health
visit information may be accessible to the policy holder (but the degree of detail depends on the insurance
company). If this puts one’s safety at risk, they should
consider the student health plan instead.
If a student needs immediate, confidential medical
care for sexual health but does not yet have insurance,
they can visit the Allegheny County Health Department
STD Clinic on 3441 Forbes Avenue, or call (412) 5788062 for an appointment or to inquire about walk-in
hours. a
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Political Correctness | opinion
The Fourth Wave On
Max Chis | staff writer
The Fourth Wave is a monthly feminist
publication produced by Pitt students. Our
goal is to break gender stereotypes, write
thoughtful and informative articles, and
empower the oppressed through sharing a
collection of diverse perspectives. We are
answering to a need for a premiere feminist
publication on college campuses.

Letter from the VP

Amidst federal votes to defund Planned
Parenthood, politically charged mass
shootings or a refugee crisis drowned in
Islamophobia, we cannot forget the need
for intersectional feminism right here on
our own campus. Last month, The Fourth
Wave analyzed Chancellor Gallagher’s
commitment to ending sexual assault on
campus, and on this month’s cover, one
writer draws attention to the Student Health
Center’s potentially problematic insurance
policy - these issues affect the welfare of
Pitt’s entire student body, and our publication is committed to keeping intersectional
feminism relevant and local. Your need for
feminism might lie in institutional reform, or
you may veer toward individual liberation
from oppressive norms or cultural practices. Our role is to apply the intersectional
feminist lens at any societal level and share
its effectiveness with the Pitt community,
so The Fourth Wave continues to publish
fresh, inquisitive articles with this goal in
mind.
			
- Maddie O’Connell

Photo from Grrrgraphics.wordpress.com.
Cartoon by Ben Garrison.
Recently I came across a political cartoon by Ben Garrison made in response to the Yale and Mizzou protests entitled, “Attack of the Crybullies.” A
group of 25-foot screaming infants simulacra of college students race down a
road, crying at the top of their lungs about “MY FEEWINGS!” and wielding a
rattle of “RACIST!” and a toy sword of “SOCIAL JUSTICE.” These rampaging
babies trample normal-sized liberals underfoot while books entitled “LOGIC,”
“REASON” and “CONSTITUTION” are burning on the side of the road.
The cartoon encompasses so much of the hilarious and ridiculous complaints about political correctness: the politically correct are just a bunch
of hypersensitive children! But they’re also unchecked monsters upending
everything good and rational about our world.
Really, some people get so worked up over political correctness, one
could even say they’re offended by it.
Political correctness, or PC, is typically defined as a standard of monitoring and correcting language, social environments, and media representation
in order to make them more inclusive of socially disadvantaged or discriminated groups. But even with that definition, it is difficult for anti-PC types to
identity what is and is not an example of political correctness. Are protestors
clashing with the media an example of the “weaponization of safe space”?
Maybe the protests at Yale are really “political correctness gone mad.” NevFeminist Vocab of the Month
ermind the fact that the protests were actually about a long history of racial
TERF: an acronym for trans-exclusionary
prejudice on campus - this is political correctness gone mad, dammit! We
radical feminism; non-intersectional feminists can’t busy ourselves with facts when our very ability to speak without critiwho believe that trans women do not deserve cism is being challenged!
to be represented in feminist circles because
The complaints of this anti-PC movement tend to focus on the shallowest,
they are not biologically female.
pettiest extensions of these protests, and use it to tarnish the entire movement. When protests against racial discrimination at Yale are equated with
complaints that some professor made insensitive remarks about Halloween
Staff
costumes, one begins to wonder exactly how rational these defenders of
Advisor
rationality are.
Dr. Ellen Ruth Bishop
This asymmetrical comparison begs the question of who exactly is the
thin-skinned one; white males (as the vast majority of those complainOfficers
ing about political correctness seem to be) can tolerate dissent over, say,
Editor-in-Chief Zoë Hannah
economic or military policy. Such debates are certainly the foundation for a
President Amanda Chan
number of amusing-in-retrospect college arguments. But once you start to
Vice President Maddie O’Connell
suggest that maybe these white males are being insensitive toward minoriManager Elizabeth Chanatry
ties, the discourse becomes occupied with, “Whoa, stop oppressing us!”
Layout Editor Emily Perdue
These anti-PC warriors believe that those enforcing political correctness
should stop trying to tell other people what to say. But isn’t that exactly what
Share with us your questions and
these anti-PC types are doing? If the great offense of political correctness
comments!
is that it inhibits freedom of speech, then doesn’t it also inhibit freedom of
Tweet us: @the_fourthwave
speech to tell people they shouldn’t be politically correct?
Email us: thefourthwavepitt@gmail.com
Ultimately, the anti-PC backlash is overblown and ridiculous. Nobody is
Visit our website:
trying to pass laws banning the discussion of anything (Florida notwithstanding). In reality, people are saying things, and others are responding to it. One
thefourthwavepitt.wordpress.com
Special thanks to Dr. Bishop for supporting could argue that current trends in political correctness are not conducive
to its inclusionary goals, or that it unnecessarily excludes people who are
our endeavors.
Cont. on pg. 3
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On Political Correctness (cont.)

making good faith efforts to be inclusive but who aren’t up to
date on what is considered inclusive language. But even if we
accept that those are problems in the current political correctness sphere, that’s a far cry from anyone being silenced.
There are legitimate concerns within complaints about
political correctness, however few and far between they are.
There is space to ask about whether trigger warnings are as
helpful as they are touted to be. And there is space to ask
about whether certain liberal groups’ emphasis on the right
language can be just as exclusionary to those not in-theknow as it is inclusive to minorities. There is space to ask
if in the zeal to oppose prejudice in all its forms, that some
people may be unjustly punished in ways far out of proportion
to whatever errors they committed. These are in fact ongoing
debates in so-called politically correct circles. But these are
not examples of the failure of political correctness, only that
it is still being refined. And the people who will refine are the
people who do value inclusive and careful language, not the
people who so virulently oppose it. And even if we concede
that political correctness is flawed, it seems a far better
alternative than the old method of harming and marginalizing
minority groups and pretending we’re doing nothing wrong. a

Forced Sterilization:
A Thing of the Past? | opinion

Between 1973 and 1976, Indian Human Services devastatingly sterilized 3,406 Native American women. This
number is comparable to 452,000 non-Native women, an
immense tragedy given their already undersized population.
The term “eugenics” sounds archaic, yet the latest
known incident of coerced sterilization happened less
than a decade ago; between 2005 and 2013, at least 149
female prisoners of two California state prisons were sterilized. Women of color are disproportionately incarcerated in
comparison to white women and are therefore more widely
subjected to prison health care systems. Thus, it makes
sense that 63 percent of women who underwent the procedure were Black, Latino, or classified as “other.” The issue
of consent in these cases is still up for debate – medical
professionals at each prison claim to have only offered tubal ligations to inmates with three prior Cesarean sections
for whom another pregnancy could be life-threatening.
However, the inmates told a much different story. Women who had not undergone three C-sections reported being constantly pressured into receiving the procedure, and
in some cases their obstetrician gynecologists (OBGYN)
asked for consent while patients were in the midst of childbirth, sedated and in excruciating pain.
James Heinrich, an OBGYN of Valley State Prison in
California, argued that the expenses of the procedures
amounted to less than the welfare that would be necessary
to support the children of inmates. He stated that he was
providing women with the same contraceptive options as
they would have been receiving out of jail.
The thing is, non-imprisoned women are not regularly
subject to the corruption of massive institutions. Non-imprisoned women are not regularly offered irreversible contraceptive procedures while in labor. Providing imprisoned
women with proper health care would mean educating
them on the various types of contraception that exist today
and giving them the option to choose what, if any, type of
birth control they are comfortable with. But forever removing a woman’s right to motherhood without her consent is
simply dehumanizing.
The prominence of forced sterilization in United States
history presents more than just a reproductive justice
issue. Female prisons are the second-largest providers
of reproductive health services in the United States, yet
female prisoners are never included in the discussion
about reproductive health. While the issue of abortion
is essential and relevant to women across America, it is
equally important to combat problems faced specifically by
low-income women of color. By holding such institutions
accountable for perpetuating racist, antiquated values, we
can begin to dismantle the hierarchy of feminist issues that
has historically prioritized the needs of middle-class white
women over all others. a

Ana Koerner | staff writer
While grieving the loss of her son and husband in the
same year, my great-aunt was forcibly sterilized by the Nazis
under the pretense that she was mentally ill – a shame to the
Aryan race.
It’s easy to assume such horrific things only happen
under brutal dictatorships in faraway lands. Yet the desire for
purity and whiteness is not antiquated nor is it exclusive to
Nazi Germany; the United States Government has unjustly
sterilized primarily low-income women of color for nearly a
century.
The practice of coercive sterilization has a long and
devastating history in the U.S. Indiana passed the country’s
first sterilization law which legalized the practice in 1907, and
it’s no coincidence that the Eugenics Education Society was
founded that same year. This so-called scientific approach
sought to resolve many social problems of the time, including criminality, mental illness, and racial impurity. Yet by the
1920s, forced sterilization gained popularity as a mechanism
of controlling women’s sexualities; sexually promiscuous
women were deemed immoral, impure, and incapable of
making decisions for themselves or the children they would
never bear.
Throughout the rest of the 20th century, 32 North American states would pass sterilization laws of their own. Massive
waves of immigration following both World Wars only reinforced the nation’s desire to preserve whiteness and therefore halt the growth of minority populations. By the 1970s,
this mission was executed more subtly through the War on
Poverty, which financed sterilization procedures via family
planning initiatives.
However, without any standardized laws on consent, hundreds of thousands of primarily low-income Black, Mexican,
Puerto Rican, and Native American women were threatened
or tricked into sterilization due to misinformation and sometimes illiteracy. In some cases, the United States government
threatened to withdraw welfare benefits from women facing
extreme poverty unless they agreed to the procedure. By
contrast, white, middle-class women of the 1970s enjoyed
greater control over their sexual and reproductive rights.
Sociologist Thomas Shapiro warned that “the dividing line
between family planning and eugenics is murky.”
Native American women were particularly vulnerable to
coerced or nonconsensual sterilization due to their depenPhoto from Southern Studies Institute.
dence on the United States government for health care.
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Trigger Warning:
Suicide

Attempted Suicide Blurs the Line Between
Criticism and Harassment | opinion

Kenneth Ward | alumnus
“Steven Universe” is a show on Cartoon Network with a passionate, progressive fan base. The show prominently features strong
female characters, racial diversity, sexual diversity, gender diversity,
physical diversity and includes many voice actresses of color. This
is what makes up the core of “Steven Universe,” and naturally its
older fanbase wants to protect what makes “Steven Universe” so
special. For instance, when a French translation changed the lyrics
of a song from the original, “[we] are made of love,” to “[we] are
made of friendship,” (thus toning down the romance in a lesbian
relationship), the “Steven Universe” fandom fought and won for an
appropriate retranslation. Cartoon Network France re-released the
songs with new lyrics, and if you can read French you can read a
comment left by the original translator on Mirion Malle, explaining
her decision to “tone it down.”
A more common correction the fandom makes relates to a character’s pronoun choice. Stevonnie is a fusion between the male protagonist Steven and his best friend Connie, and has been confirmed
by the show’s writer, Matt Burnett, to use they/them. It is not unusual
to see members of the fandom correct people who refer to Stevonnie with female pronouns, or take umbridge with less than perfect
descriptions of Stevonnie. In an article titled “Steven Universe and
the Importance of All-Ages Queer Representation” on Autostraddle,
the author called Stevonnie “somewhat androgynous, [but] fairly
clearly coded and read by the other characters as female.” By putting an asterisk on Stevonnie’s presentation, the author raised some
ire for “disregarding” their pronoun choice.
However, the line between understandable factual critiques
and harassment was recently blurred by members of the “Steven
Universe” Tumblr fandom. Paige Paz, 19, is a Mexican-American
Tumblr artist who goes by Zamii online. She attempted suicide after
months of harassment. On Oct. 20, 2015, she left a suicide note on
her Tumblr and allegedly attempted to take her life. She reappeared
on Tumblr three days later with a video from the hospital bed. Her
story brings to light an uncomfortable topic for social progressives:
Where does legitimate and necessary criticism end and harassment
begin? Where does a movement stop being just and begin to act
like an angry mob?
Paz first drew the attention of the “Steven Universe” fandom in
July 2015 when she released a drawing of Sardonyx, a character
coded as a person of color and voiced by Alexia Khadime, a black
actress from England. People accused Paz of white-washing Sardonyx by making her hair blonde and wavy and removing the afro of
the show’s character.
Sardonyx as she appears in the show (LEFT) and as
she appears in Paz’ work (RIGHT).

Paz received similar criticisms from the fandom
for drawing canonically fat characters as skinny,
and for shrinking the nose of an Indian character
on the show. Objectively determining where the
criticism stopped and the harassment began may
be hard, though one could argue that entire Tumblr
blogs dedicated to calling Paz’s work “trash” and
“garbage” are harassment by nature. The difference
between “your art is problematic, here’s why” and
“you’re a bad artist” can also be described as an objective difference between criticism and harassment.
Racist and fatphobic fan art is a bad thing, and
there are cases where Paz without question produced art that was racist and fatphobic, regardless
of whether that was her intention or just a side effect
of her art style. Unintentional racism is still racism,
and it is important to try and quell these types of
problems, and the first course of action should always be an intellectual dialogue and explanation of
why something is problematic. Calling someone or
their artwork garbage is a method used to reach the
same end as intellectual criticism, i.e. putting an end
to the problematic output. Make no mistake though,
that is harassment, not criticism. Just because
criticism and harassment can be used to reach the
same goal, doesn’t mean they should be, and as
we see in the case of Paige Paz, harassment has
consequences.
Zamii Is Garbage was a Tumblr entirely dedicated to the problematic aspects of Paige Paz’s life
and artwork. The blog placed Paz’s art under an
incredible amount of scrutiny, from an Indian character’s nose being “too small” to a Native American’s skin being “too red.” Criticisms that could stem
from understandable concern, but often delivered
in insulting tones — like this breakdown of Paz’s
Sardonyx fan art not having an afro texture.

Archival screenshot from the now-deleted
Zamii070Receipts Tumblr page.

Photo from zamii070.deviantart.com.
Left animation by Rebecca Sugar / right animation by Paige Paz.
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Over 40 blogs with the same intent as Zamii Is
Garbage existed on Tumblr at some point or another,
though you’d be hard pressed to find them now. Screen
captures are all that remain of most of the blogs: some
closed by choice while others were forcefully shut
down after Paz’s attempted suicide, likely for violating
the promotion or glorification of self-harm stipulation in
Tumblr’s community terms.
When faced with the reality that they may have
contributed to a fellow user’s attempted suicide, some
former Zamii harassers have reconsidered their tone
and message. One once-critical blog renamed itself to
Cont. on pg. 6

Faking Left and Shifting Right: The Obama when the former often come from middle to upper class suburban households, and the latter group of addicts more commonly
Administration’s War on Drugs | opinion
grow up in poverty and turn to drugs after experiencing trauma.
Isha Madan | staff writer
Since the end of the Civil Rights era, and most
especially after the Reagan Administration, black
Americans have been disproportionately incarcerated
for nonviolent drug-related offenses, in a brutal and
demeaning process that scholars such as Michelle
Alexander have deemed the “New Jim Crow.” Black
Americans are six times more likely to be sent to jail for
the same crime as white people. This phenomenon can
be observed in the set of policies known as the War on
Drugs.
Many people with democratic sympathies hoped
that the Obama administration, with its promises
of change, would consider the plight of the unjustly
imprisoned. Unfortunately, this has not been the case.
In 2013, the Administration had the choice to pardon
5,000 prisoners, most of them black, who had been
jailed under laws now considered outdated and unconstitutional. These laws punished the possession of
crack cocaine much more severely than the possession
powdered cocaine, simply because the former was
more common in black neighborhoods. The Obama
Administration chose not to pardon the prisoners jailed
specifically because of the outdated laws on crack
cocaine, and in fact sought to overturn the U.S. versus
Blewett ruling that declared their imprisonment illegal.
Subsequently, the War on Drugs continues, but now
underneath a left wing masquerade.
President Obama’s support of the War on Drugs
did not end at his refusal to pardon those five thousand prisoners. Although he has paid lip service to
the anti-War on Drugs movement before, its principles
have yet to be reflected in his actions. His epiphany
on mass incarceration came a bit too late – Obama
did not make any serious call to action against mass
incarceration until 2014. He declared the release of 48
prisoners who had been arrested based on drug-related charges, charges which could not legally justify their
decades long jail time. This release was largely celebrated, but the one hundred thousand that remained
jailed were overlooked, despite their being imprisoned
solely because of narcotics violations which did not
provide grounds for continued imprisonment. Even as
he ignores or actively opposes nearly every chance to
release unjustly imprisoned black Americans, President Obama’s commentary continues to imply that the
high incarceration rate is the fault of their communities,
and not a product of unjust laws. He commented that
“legitimate grievances against police brutality tipped
into excuse-making for criminal behavior,” in response
to the Black Lives Matter protests. He then continued,
unperturbed: “The chance for all Americans to work
hard and get ahead was too often framed as a mere
desire for government support, as if we had no agency in our own liberation, as if poverty was an excuse
for not raising your child and the bigotry of others was
reason to give up on yourself.”
Indeed, drug addiction and poverty have long been
related to criminality, but this association is strongest
in the case of African Americans. Since drug addiction has affected suburban white families, there is
an upsurge in sympathy for drug addicts. According
to The New York Times, nearly 90 percent of heroin
users in the past decade have been white, and so
drug addiction has become increasingly medicalized.
It isn’t that white drug addicts don’t deserve sympathy,
or even that they always receive help. It’s more that
they receive exponentially more empathy combating
their addiction than black addicts ever have, even

This contrast has been most starkly visible in the response to the
heroin upsurge in middle and upper class white neighborhoods,
which has led to many Americans categorizing drug addiction as
a medical illness, while the influx of crack cocaine in inner-city
black neighborhoods led to an enormous wave of incarceration.
The Obama Administration contributes to the criminalization of
black Americans when it refuses to take action on behalf of those
who are recognized, by U.S. law, as unjustly imprisoned, and
when President Obama gives simplistic, myopic commentary
encouraging stereotypes and caricatures.
What is the purpose behind mass incarceration? It’s not necessarily only to get free prison labor – that may be one aspect,
as all able-bodied prisoners are expected to work, but it is not
necessarily a primary incentive. Mass incarceration may also
provide a moral justification for the current economic structure
of the U.S. Black Americans can more easily be blamed for the
violence and systemic disadvantages they face if the majority of
non-black Americans, particularly those who are middle or upper
class, view them as inherently prone to criminality.Regardless of
the reason, the War on Drugs remains a vehicle of mass incarceration perpetuated by both major political parties, however
much the Democrats may deny it. The Obama administration’s
argument against the U.S. vs. Blewett ruling is merely one example of the Democratic Party’s endorsement of anti- blackness:
Bill Clinton incarcerated more African Americans than any other
president in history with the Violent Crime Control bill and Law
Enforcement Act and Hillary Clinton actively lobbied for this bill
as well. The bill applied the death penalty to over 60 different
offenses, allowed children as young as 13 to be arrested, funded prisons, cut programs that allowed prisoners to eventually
attain college educations and enforced stricter laws against drug
violations, thus establishing the base for mass incarceration as it
exists today. It is apparent, in bills such as this and in the Obama
Administration’s many follies, that the Democratic Party has a
legacy of anti-blackness that the debatable concept of ‘lesser
evilism’ cannot cancel out. a

Hillary Clinton: Faux-Feminist
Extraordinaire | opinion

Zoe Kovacs | staff writer
Hillary Clinton is the self-reported beacon of feminism, the
great hope for all women in the coming election! She charms
Americans with visions of all the little girls who will know that
they, too, can one day be president of the United States.
But we, as critically-thinking feminist voters, see you, Hillary.
We see you. If you’re looking to put a feminist in office, your best
bet might not be Hillary.
Let us first make one vital distinction: simply labeling oneself
a “feminist” does not automatically make one progressive and
unproblematic. Hillary’s brand of feminism is exclusionary, racist,
and she only uses when it benefits her political agenda. To her,
the fact that she’s a woman alone should be enough to convince
female voters to elect her. She’s been a mother, she’s faced
sexism. She gets you.

Photo from YouTube.com.
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Attempted Suicide Blurs The Line
Between Criticism and Harassment (cont.)
“Not A Zamii Hate Blog” and shared Tweets from the
makers of “Steven Universe” in the aftermath of Paz’s
suicide attempt, as shown below.

Screenshots from Twitter.com.
In the wake of Paz’s attempted suicide, members
of Tumblr fandoms and Tumblr’s social justice community are left questioning how to proceed. One user
has a few ideas on how to maintain an environment
that is critical of problematic art, without causing the
artist personal harm.
Despite zamiis mistakes in the past, this behavior is disgusting and almost unforgivable. Calling out is a good thing. We all make
mistakes and do insensitive things, intentionally or unintentionally, and we need to be
taught these things are wrong because if we
are not aware of our wrongdoings we cannot
change or grow and will continue to do those
things. You are a teacher, not a bank robber.
Do not threaten, use capslock, or harsh language ever. You need to firmly and concisely
tell them exactly why and how they are in the
wrong. Steer clear of sarcasm or passive-aggressive emoticons. Stay away from excess
emotion at all costs, especially anger. (From
beetcat.tumblr.com.)

One way to consider moving forward is to take everything in a context-sensitive matter. If criticism and
harassment are tools in our social justice toolkit, lets
use them wisely. For the Donald Trumps of the world,
harassment or counter-harassment can be a valid
tool that allows for social justice to be as loud as the
opposition, and drown it out. But on the internet where
so often everyone is just an anonymous name with
no face or identity, and you don’t know the state of
the person on the other end, peaceful criticism should
come first. a
*The author attempted to get in contact with Paige
Paz, though she appears to be in “radio silence”
mode, disabling her Tumblr Ask button and going on a
Deviant Art hiatus.

Handicapped Heroes and Cruel Cripples:
Disability in Media | personal

Monica Silny | staff writer
It is generally understood among marginalized groups that
representation in mainstream media is severely out of balance,
with nearly every narrative occupied by the infamous straight,
white, ambulatory male. While watching TV late at night, you
may have to lean in to the screen to find women in meaningful
roles, you will definitely need to squint your eyes to see any people of color in these same positions, and good luck discovering
members of the LGBTQIA+ community. The representation of
individuals with disabilities is among the most invisible in media.
According to Glaad.org’s 2013/2014 publication Where We
Are on TV, just one percent of series regulars will be people with
disabilities on primetime broadcast television. With 13 percent of
Americans living with some form of disability, this gross underrepresentation people with disabilities is obvious.
Mass media historically used disability as a way to portray evil, sickness and pity, the most famous examples being
Shakespeare’s character of Richard III, whose deformities were
portrayed as monstrous, contributing to his overall evil nature,
and Charles Dickens’ character Tiny Tim, who was no more
than a plot device to invoke a sense of tragedy in the narrative.
Contemporary media has conjured up some really positive characters with disabilities like Toph from Avatar: The Last Airbender
and Hiccup from How to Train Your Dragon. However, closer
analysis reveals that even positive characters with disability can
perpetuate stereotypes and ignorance.
The list of tropes about people who are disabled is long
and tiresome. In his 1991 study, Paul Hunt breaks it down into
10 recurring stereotypes: the disabled person as pitiable and
pathetic, an object of curiosity or violence, sinister or evil, the
super cripple, atmosphere, laughable, their own worst enemy, a
burden, non-sexual and being unable to participate in daily life.
These tropes demonstrate that even a positive portrayal of a
character who is disabled can carry negative implications for the
disabled community.

There can be multitudes of disability presence in media,
and it will not matter, because their lines and stories still
translate to inaccurate representation for the unknowing
audience members.
The “super cripple” is a trope defined as a person who is born
with or acquires some form of disability, and in turn in some way
develops a skill or ability that “compensates” for their disability.
These characters are generally well-loved and well-received
among disabled communities because of their general badassery, but the trope can come with some serious real life implications. Super-crip gives people with disabilities the pressure to
“make up for” their own disability by being extraordinary in some
way, and if they cannot, then they are of no use to society.
The “inspiration” trope is a character who is disabled that
is regarded as – you guessed it – an inspiration, usually for
completing perfectly ordinary tasks in day-to-day life. This
character’s heroism is elevated simply because the individual
completes the task “despite their disability.” Advocacy groups
continually speak out against this trope due to its patronizing
nature.
The problem of disability representation stems from a fundamental lack of understanding of people who are disabled in society. Writers who are able-bodied choose how to represent these
characters- if they even choose to represent them at all- and if
they do not understand people who are disabled, it is no wonder
their portrayals are so unrealistic. There can be multitudes of
disability presence in media, and it will not matter, because their
lines and stories still translate to inaccurate representation for
the unknowing audience members. Unfortunately for content
creators across the media spectrum, writers cannot just slap a
disabled character in a narrative and scream, “We’re progressive!” a
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Hillary Clinton: Faux-Feminist
Extraordinaire (cont.)

What kind of a feminist would ignore repeated
sexual abuses and assaults committed by her own
husband? Juanita Broaddrick, one of over a dozen of former president Bill Clinton’s victims, wrote
Hillary a chilling letter that sums up her treatment
of these women. Broaddrick says that the then-first
lady approached her at a party and let her know
that, not only was she aware of the assault, but that
she was certainly not a friend of hers:
Do you remember how you thanked me,
saying ‘we want to thank you for everything
that you do for Bill.’ At that point, I was pretty shaken and started to walk off. Remember how you kept a tight grip on my hand
and drew closer to me? You repeated your
statement, but this time with a coldness
and look that I have seen many times on
television in the last eight years. You said,
‘Everything you do for Bill.’

Luxury Tax on Tampons | opinion

Julia Lee | contributor
Media uproar ensued after an October Parliamentary debate
regarding the removal of the value-added tax, or VAT – more popularly known as the luxury tax on menstrual products in the United
Kingdom.
A luxury tax is exactly what it sounds like: a tax on luxury
goods, or products not considered essential. You would think that
things people purchase for the purposes of enjoyment, like lottery
tickets, bingo games, and helicopters, would be taxed as such
rather than items that fulfill basic needs. However they are all exempt from the same tax that tampons and other sanitary products
used during menstruation are not. Sanitary products are considered to be “non-essential” by the European Commision, and it’s
worth noting that the majority of the people responsible for turning
this around are men.
Attempts to get rid of the five percent VAT were led by Labour
MP Paula Sherriff who, during the debate, called it “absurd” that
such products are not only taxed as luxuries, but they are not
treated as a public service or medical provision by the European Union, as well. In response, Treasury Minister David Gauke
promised that the Treasury would “raise the issue” with other EU
member states and the European Commission.
Of course, words rarely speak nearly as loud as actions do,
and some activists have decided that they need more than the uneasy response and uncertain outcome they were given. A woman
by the name of Laura Coryton started a petition on Change.org
titled “Stop taxing periods. Period.” with the aims of ensuring the
removal of the tax. It describes the use and tax of sanitary products as a “double-edged sword that cuts women on both sides”
and has garnered 271,807 supporters of its aimed 300,000. While
the petition doesn’t have the power to cause a direct change in the
tax practice, it increases awareness and discussion of the tax.
Menstruation is an undeniably unpleasant experience, but
also an unavoidable one for most women. I am privileged in the
sense that I have access to menstrual products in the first place.
What speaks volumes (more than my short-lived embarrassment
and slight discomfort) is the fact that others aren’t so lucky: 2,134
British women aged 18 to 45 who currently have regular periods
were polled as part of the research recently done to determine
how much people spend on having periods, according to The
Huffington Post UK. Over 77 percent reported having periods
lasting five days or more and having to budget money monthly for
various things including sanitary products, new underwear, pain
relief, chocolate, other forms of comfort food and toiletries. The
total came out to a cost of $521.15 annually, and, with the average woman menstruating 450 times in a lifetime, the total cost of
periods during a female’s lifetime was calculated to be £18,450,
or $19,763.82. Sanitary products themselves costing $13.77 per
month – the total of that comes out to $6,196.61 for a lifetime. With
tax, that adds up to an extra $309.83 spent.
Cont. on pg. 8

Another victim, Kathleen Willey, echoed the sentiments that Hillary knew and enabled Bill’s behavior
over the years, not only by looking the other way,
but by actively going after them to “ruin them again
and again and again.” Hillary’s attempts to intimidate
her husband’s victims into keeping quiet and her
tendency to publicly smear them if they do aren’t
quite the mark of a feminist (she once called Monica
Lewinsky a “narcissistic loony toon” – whatever that
means).
It especially doesn’t match up with her professed
devotion to victims of sexual assault on college
campuses. Are we really to believe that this drastic
change of heart – a common theme for Hillary – is
genuine? After all, her opinions have a funny way
of changing according to what her potential voters
might want her to think.
Think back to same-sex marriage, which Hillary
conveniently opposed and spoke out against until
the day it was legalized across the nation – she
even put a cute little rainbow filter on her twitter icon
so we would know how serious she really was about
supporting it. Her sudden 180 was hardly subtle
after years of rocky commitment to the LGBTQ+
movement.
Her feelings on gay rights are just one of many
areas Hillary has been seen to flip flop on: she
once preached that “all lives matter,” but after public
backlash, she’s all about black lives. Hillary’s newfound support for the black community is completely
antithetical to her husband’s legacy of involvement
in the explosion of the prison industry during the
1990’s, which she herself lobbied for during her time
as first lady. The Clintons’ promise to be “tough on
crime” was nothing more than coded language for
creating legislation and causing rates of imprisonment to skyrocket in a way that disproportionately
affected black Americans. It certainly puts Hillary’s
present calls for racial justice into question.
You can distract us with words like “mother” and
“equality” and bemoan your own sexist treatment
in the media, Hillary, but it’s time to put your money
where your mouth is. Feminists believe in equality
across genders, races, sexual orientations. It’s all
well and good to be a powerful woman on a stage of
men – and we applaud you – but that’s certainly not
all it entails.
So laugh and joke with your buddy Lena Dunham
Photo from Wikimedia Commons.
all you want. It takes more than that to fool us. a
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Luxury Tax on Tampons (cont.)

Additionally, Vice News reported a scarcity in tampons
in Argentina due to restrictions made on imports of certain
goods earlier this year. This forces those who seek them out
to use pads instead, which 27-year-old resident of Buenos
Aires Catalina Moclov referred to as “more uncomfortable and
unhygienic”. This limited access to tampons is clearly harmful to their health and emphasizes the shame behind using
them as well as the idea that they aren’t necessary. Menstrual
products are viewed as nonessential but are in fact, quite
the opposite. Those who possess a need for these products
couldn’t imagine being without them. Unfortunately, that possibility is a reality for so many.
Menstruation is a basic, monthly, biological process characteristic of most people with a uterus. It is, by no means,
a choice – and there’s no denying that there’s a stigma that
surrounds it. People who menstruate are so often berated for
and discouraged from even mentioning their periods, a bodily
process they have zero control over. When used around cis
men, the very word almost always results in a physical cringe,
a shudder, a “can you not talk about this right now?” I think
back to high school when my friends and I would whisper
to each other by our lockers as we tried to devise the most
discreet way possible to pass on a pad so nobody would see.
What was best? Shoving it in a backpack? Up the sleeve?
I’ll never forget the embarrassment I felt when, during one
transaction, I tried to slip a tampon to my friend when it flew
across the hallway – nor will the image of a boy’s face when
he witnessed what had just happened fade from my memory.
On top of the stigma against periods that makes the
process of buying menstrual products difficult and embarrassing, a tax makes these products harder to afford in the first
place. It implies that this process most people with vaginas
go through doesn’t matter, or that it’s not really that important
– that it’s extra. While the discussion over the removal of the
European tax is supposedly in the works, exactly when a decision about it will be made is unknown. Whether its outcome
will be a favorable one is even more uncertain, but it’s time
for it to be a thing of the past. a

Between the Lines: Voices of Women in
Literary Works | informative

Gianna Murabito | staff writer
The history of women’s writing is always changing to
maintain its attention to contemporary matters. As women
gain more sovereignty throughout history, their publications
make the appropriate
shifts. Because of the
fight for autonomy, these
shifts have only helped
break the gender barriers within our culture.
Centuries ago, women
fought to achieve visibility in the literary world
and despite the many
limitations, progression
was made. The determination of female writers
forced publications to
rightly incorporate women
authors and their stories
into public works. Today,
women have achieved
the luminous right to
have their writings appear
within the widespread
community. Rightfully so,
women continue to yearn
for visibility in all aspects Photo from Wikimedia Commons.
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of the public sphere. Because writing is a powerful outlet
used to unshackle inequality, the culture behind women’s
publications has been shaped into a community that helps
to fill the solitude and void within the male dominated
community.
In the 18th and 19th centuries, female writers fought to
survive in the largely male-dominated literary community.
It was especially difficult because many women were not
educated to the same caliber as men and only attended to
their domestic duties. According to Kathryn Hughes’ article
“Gender Roles in the 19th Century”, female independence
was not valued and Victorians thought of the two sexes
as ‘separate spheres’ only coming together at mealtimes.
According to Professor Melani at CUNY, women were
expected to fulfill the role of the “Angel of the House”.
Miss Bingley, Mr. Charles Bingley’s snobby sister from
“Pride and Prejudice” (Jane Austen, 1813) is an example
of this archetype: the novel reads, “A woman must have a
thorough knowledge of music, singing, drawing, dancing,
and the modern languages… and besides all of this, she
must possess a certain something in her air and manner
of walking. The tone of her voice, her address and expressions.” Even though middle-class women were becoming
more educated during the 19th century, they were still expected to grow evermore devoted and submissive to their
husbands. Their education did not give them autonomy,
but instead fostered powerlessness. This deference was
evident in publications that lead to a huge underrepresentation of women in the literary world.
An illustration of this can be found in Lady’s Magazine.
Lady’s is an early British women’s magazine that produced
monthly issues from 1770 until 1847 and is known for its
significance and longevity. Both the founder and publisher
of the magazine were men, but the articles, written by both
men and women, targeted female consumers.
Lady’s featured articles similar to those published in
men’s magazines except they did not get to report on
politics – because women’s opinions were not deemed
worthy enough on such topics. Writers for Lady’s Magazine wrote about the flamboyant theatrical world, the latest
and winsome fashion trends, advice on how to be feminine
and much more. According to the August 1770 edition of
Lady’s Magazine, their primary objective was to provide
a regular periodical that contained material designed for
the entertainment and improvement of women in a manner accessible to the “house-wife as well as the peeress.”
The object was to define an “accomplished” woman of the
time; one that fulfills the role of the “Angel of the House”.
In this way, Lady’s helped preserve the housewife who
only attended to her domestic, innocent, and irrelevant
matters outside the home.
While the components of Lady’s Magazine seem
archaic in relation to the progress made since then, it was
astonishing for the time. The purpose was to educate and
entertain females (of course for those privileged enough
to know how to read). Lady’s Magazine helped engage
women in literary discourse even if the sector of women
was small.
Making progress, the Women’s Penny Paper was in
circulation from 1888 until 1891. Its name changed to
Woman’s Herald and finally to Woman’s Signal. The paper
had its last edition in 1899. Unlike the Lady’s Magazine,
this publication was founded by a woman. Editor and
founder Henrietta B. Muller went by the penname Helena
B. Temple.
The Penny Paper provided women with a place to tell
their stories. Miss Amy E. Bell’s interview appears in the
Dec. 22, 1888 edition of the paper. She explained her
“unique position” in relation to men. She wrote, “I had
always said I would be a stockbroker, and my friends used
Cont. on pg. 9
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laughingly to say I was cut out for one,
because I studied the markets so much.”
Bell continued, speaking about her journey in a man’s world. The start of women
appearing in publications gave women a
platform for recognition and an outlet for
their literary creativity.
After Muller launched her publication
she reflected on her reasons and visions
for starting the paper:
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“Women come from a whole range of backgrounds.
If our visions of peace don’t include these
differences, then our peace will be partial.”
- Kimberlé Chrenshaw

